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Welcome to the 106th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement. This is the day to recognize the academic effort and personal commitment put forward by our students who are graduating today. As you look around, you can appreciate our need to use an arena this size. We all look every bit like the university that enrolls more Wisconsin residents than any other.

As you may know, I became the eighth chancellor of this university a little more than a year ago. While I had been part of several previous university commencement ceremonies here and elsewhere, I have been genuinely touched by what I experienced as chancellor during UWM Commencements.

From the stage, you hear something big and you see something small. What you hear are the ovations unleashed for individual students. Some sound like an entire U.S. Cellular Arena section is cheering for one person. What you see up close are the tears. They streak the cheeks of graduating students caught up in the joy of the moment. I would be very surprised if I didn’t hear and see the same emotional responses today.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. They are the first members of our Class of 2012. When combined with those who will follow in December, the Class of 2012 will total well over 5,000 students. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and benefits to both the recipient and the wider community. I know all of us gathered here celebrate our students’ accomplishments today, and, because of their achievements, we look forward to a brighter tomorrow.

Best,

Michael R. Lovell
Chancellor
THE STORY OF THE UWM SEAL

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men's basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006 $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men's and women's basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008 Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
The medallion for Chancellor Lovell was created by a team of Peck School of the Arts faculty and students. The front is a map of the East Side campus, the mechanical back opens to reveal the chancellor’s name, and the chain is made up of panther claw-inspired links.

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

_Styles and colors_ had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

_The academic hood_ is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- **BLUE VIOLET**—Architecture
- **WHITE**—Art
- **BROWN**—Art/Dance/Drama
- **BEIGE**—Business Administration
- **LIGHT BLUE**—Education
- **ORANGE**—Engineering/Computer Science
- **PEACOCK**—Human Resources & Labor Relations
- **LEMON**—Library & Information Science
- **PINK**—Music
- **APRICOT**—Nursing
- **GOLD**—Science
- **CITRON**—Social Work/Criminal Justice

_Honors_: The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

Marshals wear the gold cap and gown. They are responsible for leading the degree candidates in the processional marches and for keeping order throughout the ceremony.
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ACADEMIC DEANS COUNCIL

ROBERT C. GREENSTREET
   Dean, School of Architecture & Urban Planning

WADE HOBGOOD
   Dean, Peck School of the Arts

TIMOTHY L. SMUNT
   Dean, Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

PATRICIA M. ARREDONDO
   Interim Dean, School of Continuing Education

CAROL L. COLBECK
   Dean, School of Education

TIEN-CHIEN JEN
   Interim Dean, College of Engineering & Applied Science

DAVID E. J. GARMAN
   Dean, School of Freshwater Sciences

DAVID YU
   Interim Dean, Graduate School

CHUKUKA S. ENWEMEKA
   Dean, College of Health Sciences

DIETMAR WOLFRAM
   Interim Dean, School of Information Studies

RODNEY SWAIN
   Dean, College of Letters & Science

SALLY P. LUNDEEN
   Dean, College of Nursing

MAGDA PECK
   Dean, Joseph J. Zilber School of Public Health

STAN STOJKOVIC
   Dean, Helen Bader School of Social Welfare
BLACK COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   Scott Corley, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Lauren Decker, vocalist
   Gina Graffagna, vocalist

WELCOME
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   José F. Vásquez, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   Allyson Nemec, President
   UWM Alumni Association

RECOGNITION OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SPECIAL LIFE ACHIEVEMENT & ALUMNI CITIZENSHIP AWARDEES
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Will Allen
   Founder and CEO
   Growing Power, Inc.

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
UWM Alumni Association Special Life Achievement Award

Degrees listed earned from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

MARY T. KELLNER, BSE Elementary Education ’68 from the University of Wisconsin-Madison; MS Educational Psychology ’78 from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; EdD Leadership for the Advancement of Learning and Service ’07 from Cardinal Stritch University

Community Volunteer

Mary, and her husband Ted, have made significant contributions to bettering education, especially for urban youth, and health care in the city of Milwaukee.

Mary has over 20 years of counseling experience with adults and children. Her strengths are in relationship building and problem solving. She likes the challenge of creating projects that fill specific needs in the community. She also has extensive volunteer experience in not-for-profits and schools. A few of her major accomplishments include:

• Established and organized the Books for Kids program at the Next Door Foundation. Books for Kids has put hundreds of thousands of books in the hands of inner city Milwaukee Children.

• Implemented a Student Assistance Program at Homestead High School to help in prevention, early identification and intervention with students involved with drugs and alcohol.

• Was instrumental to the fundraising and development efforts of the Health Education Center of Wisconsin, Inc. This not-for-profit organization is dedicated to fostering healthy lifestyles for people of all ages, especially school aged children.

• Developed a Human Relations Program at Donges Bay Elementary School. She recruited volunteers and developed curriculum to present to each classroom. This program proved the need for, and resulted in, the hiring of counselors.

• Chair of Prevention Education Project of the Junior League of Milwaukee, in collaboration with Milwaukee Public Schools, the Milwaukee Council on Alcoholism, and Family Service. Skits were presented to children on human relations, acceptance, and getting along.

Through the Kelben Foundation, the Kellner’s family foundation, they have endowed the Kellner Professorship in Early Childhood Education at UWM’s School of Education. As part of the “I Have a Dream” project, they are sponsoring scholarships for all students in the Clarke Street School first grade class of 2008 who graduate from high school ready to enroll in college. The Kellners are co-leading a $9 million campaign to enable Milwaukee College Preparatory Academy to expand to 1,500 students by 2015. Milwaukee College Prep is a very high performing school chartered by UWM. Through the Kelben Foundation, Mary and her husband have provided scholarships to many higher education students.
UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ALUMNI CITIZENSHIP AWARD

Degrees listed earned from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

DENNIS R. McBRIDE, BA Journalism ’76 from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Master of Public Affairs ’80 from Princeton University; JD ’80 from New York University School of Law

Senior Trial Attorney, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Milwaukee Area Office, and Alderman, 4th District, City of Wauwatosa, Wisconsin

Dennis is a model citizen, dedicated to UWM and Milwaukee County. He works every day to make life in Milwaukee County better for everyone. He is passionate about UWM and its importance for the future of Southeastern Wisconsin.

For more than 20 years, Dennis has been a Senior Trial Attorney, and for six years a Supervisory Trial Attorney, litigating employment discrimination cases throughout the Upper Midwest. In April 2008, he was elected 4th District Alderman of the City of Wauwatosa, devoting hundreds of hours to make the community better for all citizens. Dennis has been a member of the board of directors of the Friends of Hoyt Park & Pool, Inc. (FOHPP) and helped to negotiate FOHPP’s 55-year lease with Milwaukee County, which made it possible for the Friends to build a new pool to replace the closed pool which the County could not afford to do.

Dennis has been a major force in historic preservation activities. He served as co-chair of the Wauwatosa High School Memorial Project, an award-winning effort which restored the historic Art Deco lobby and Works Project Administration murals at Wauwatosa East High School, and created a museum of artifacts for that school, which dates back to 1871. He also served on the Wauwatosa Historical Society’s Little Red Store Preservation Committee, which restored the City’s oldest commercial building, built in 1854. Since becoming an Alderman, he has served as Common Council liaison to the City’s Historic Preservation Commission, being a leading advocate for the creation of the Wauwatosa Avenue Historic District, which is being considered for inclusion on the National Registry of Historic Places.

As a Wauwatosa Alderman, Dennis has been a leading advocate for the creation and development of UWM’s Innovation Park. He supports UWM sports through attendance at UWM games and Hall of Fame awards banquets.

In addition, Dennis frequently speaks on topics of law, race relations, and Irish and Irish-American history and culture throughout the Midwest.
WILL ALLEN
Founder and CEO
Growing Power, Inc.

Honorary Doctor of Agriculture

Escorted by: Dean David Garman, School of Freshwater Sciences

WILL ALLEN, son of a sharecropper, former professional basketball player, ex-corporate sales leader, and longtime farmer, has become recognized as among the preeminent thinkers of our time on agriculture and food policy. The founder and CEO of Growing Power Inc., a farm and community food center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Allen is widely considered the leading authority in the expanding field of urban agriculture. At Growing Power and in community food projects across the nation and around the world, Allen promotes the belief that all people, regardless of their economic circumstances, should have access to fresh, safe, affordable and nutritious foods at all times. Using methods he has developed over a lifetime, Allen trains community members to become community farmers, assuring them a secure source of good food without regard to political or economic forces. In 2008 Mr. Allen received the prestigious MacArthur "Genius grant" for his efforts to promote urban sustainable food systems. Later, in 2010 Mr. Allen joined First Lady Michelle Obama as she launched the White House’s “Let’s Move” campaign to address issues affecting American youth and the risk of obesity and later that year was also recognized as one of TIME magazine’s 100 Most Influential People in the World. Since then, Mr. Allen has received numerous awards and recognitions, including the James Beard Foundation Leadership Award in 2011 and the NCAA Theodore Roosevelt Award in 2012, which is the highest award the National Collegiate Athletic Association can bestow on a former collegiate athlete.

Growing Power was started in Milwaukee, Wis., in 1993 by Mr. Allen who has long worked to produce and deliver healthy food to low-income communities. It is a national nonprofit organization and land trust supporting people from diverse backgrounds, and the environments in which they live, by helping to provide equal access to healthy, high-quality, safe and affordable food for people in all communities. Growing Power implements this mission by providing hands-on training, on-the-ground demonstration, outreach and technical assistance through the development of Community Food Systems that help people grow, process, market and distribute food in a sustainable manner.
GOLD COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
  UWM Wind Ensemble
  Scott Corley, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
  Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
  Lauren Decker, vocalist
  Gina Graffagna, vocalist

WELCOME
  Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor
  University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
  Michael J. Falbo, Regent
  UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
  Allyson Nemec, President
  UWM Alumni Association

RECOGNITION OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS Awardees
  Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
  Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
  Jacquelyn Frederick
  President & CEO
  BloodCenter of Wisconsin, Inc.

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
  Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
  Audience please remain seated during Recessional
**UWM Alumni Association Distinguished Alumnus Awards**

*Degrees listed earned from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee*

**LAUREL M. BEAR**
Practicing pediatric specialist in child development and  
Assistant Professor, Department of Pediatrics  
Medical College of Wisconsin  
Milwaukee, Wisconsin  
*M.S. Medical Science 1980*

**DONALD F. GATZKE**
Professor and Dean  
School of Architecture  
University of Texas at Arlington  
Arlington, Texas  
*MAR Architecture 1979*

**GEORGE L. KELLING**
Emeritus Professor  
School of Criminal Justice, Rutgers University, and  
Senior Fellow, Manhattan Institute, and  
Professor Emeritus, College of Criminal Justice, Northeastern University  
Boston, Massachusetts  
*M.S.W. Social Work 1962*

**LYMAN W. TSCHANZ**
Vice President, Operations,  
Rockwell Automation  
Milwaukee, Wisconsin  
*M.B.A. 1982*
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

STEPHEN H. MARCUS
Chairman
The Marcus Corporation

Honorary Doctor of Business and Urban Development

Escorted by: Dean Robert C. Greenstreet, School of Architecture & Urban Planning
Dean Timothy Smunt, Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

STEPHEN H. MARCUS is chairman of The Marcus Corporation, a Milwaukee-based company that is a leader in lodging and entertainment. The Marcus Corporation has two divisions, Marcus Theatres and Marcus Hotels and Resorts. The company’s common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Marcus joined the company in 1962. He served as president from 1980 to January 2008 and as chief executive officer from 1988 to January 2009. He was elected chairman of the board in 1991.

Marcus’ strong leadership in The Marcus Corporation and his extensive involvement with community organizations have contributed to the growth and development of the City of Milwaukee. As he built a strong presence in the business world, Marcus also focused on the restoration and expansion of properties in the downtown cities of Milwaukee, Kansas and Oklahoma, ultimately increasing the economic vitality of those regions.

Marcus has made a significant impact on the lodging and entertainment industries. The company’s movie theater division owns or manages 678 theaters at 56 locations in eight states, the sixth largest theater group in the country. Its lodging division owns and manages 18 hotels, resorts and other properties in nine states. However, his contributions extend beyond the corporate environment. Marcus currently serves as director of the Greater Milwaukee Committee, the Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce and the Wisconsin Center District Board, positions that demonstrate his dedication to the wider community through his civic involvement.

Marcus was recognized as the 2004 Wisconsin Business Leader of the Year for his attention to the greater good and his influential role in the community. In 1993, he joined UWM’s Architecture & Urban Planning Design Council, which brought business and community leaders together to discuss key issues in development, design and construction in southeastern Wisconsin. Marcus’ lifelong interest in architecture is further evidenced by his joint effort with the School to create the Marcus Prize, a highly-coveted architecture award second only in prestige to the Pritzker Prize. In founding the Marcus Prize, he has drawn international attention to the UWM Architecture program, while providing UWM students the opportunity to work with some of the world’s most talented architects.

Steve Marcus was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He received a BBA degree in accounting from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1957 and a J.D. degree from the University of Michigan Law School in 1960. He resides in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, with his wife, Janice. Marcus has three sons and nine grandchildren.
GOLD CEREMONY COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER &
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

JACQUELYN FREDERICK
President & CEO
BloodCenter of Wisconsin, Inc.

Honorary Doctor of Business and Public Health

Escorted by: Dean Timothy Smunt, Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

JACQUELYN FREDERICK became the fourth President and CEO of BloodCenter of Wisconsin on December 1, 2001. She is the first woman to hold that position in the organization’s over 60-year history. Ms. Fredrick leads an internationally respected transfusion medicine organization that is the sole supplier of blood and blood products to 56 Wisconsin hospitals, provides diagnostic laboratory services to hospitals nationwide and transfusion and hematology-related medical services. In February 2010, BloodCenter of Wisconsin became the first and only blood center in the United State to operate both a tissue bank and organ procurement organization. In addition, its Blood Research Institute is among the world’s premier blood research organizations.

As BloodCenter President and CEO, Ms. Fredrick returns to an organization where she began her career in blood banking in 1981. During this time, Ms. Fredrick was a member of the BloodCenter senior management team serving as Vice President of Laboratory Services, and later as Vice President for Blood Services and Laboratory Services, a position she held until 1993 when she joined the National American Red Cross.

At the National American Red Cross, Ms. Fredrick last served as Senior Vice President of Biomedical Services and Chief Operating Officer of the ARC Donor Enterprise Unit. Prior to that she served as Interim Executive Vice President for Biomedical Services and as Chief Operating Officer for Blood Services. She had management oversight for $2 billion in revenue, 15,000 employees and service to 3,000 hospitals. Ms. Fredrick oversaw field operations supporting the collection of 6 million volunteer blood donations and distribution of 18 million blood products. She was responsible for establishing a new organizational unit, the National Testing Laboratories, to focus on testing blood products for half of the nation’s blood supply.

Ms. Fredrick currently serves as President of the AABB, an international professional organization for transfusion medicine and cellular therapies. She also serves on the boards for the Marshfield Clinic National Advisory Council, Alverno College, Junior Achievement of Wisconsin, and is Vice Chair of the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center Board. She is Chair of the UWM Research Foundation Board and serves on the UWM Foundation Board, the UWM Dean’s School of Health Sciences Advisory Board and the UWM Dean’s Business School Advisory Board. She is also a member of the Rotary Club of Milwaukee, Professional Dimensions and the Greater Milwaukee Committee.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
David Yu
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

ANTHROPOLOGY

William M. Balco
“Material Expressions of Social Change: Indigenous Sicilian Responses to Foreign Social Influences in the First Millennium B. C.”
Major Professor: Bettina Arnold

Jocelyn E. Boor
“Pots to People: The Tell Hadidi Ceramics from Area C at the Milwaukee Public Museum”
Major Professor: Bettina Arnold

Jennifer Danzy Cramer
“Sociosexual Communication and Female Mate Choice among South African Vervet Monkeys”
Major Professor: Trudy Turner

Julia Marie Kirchner
“Never Put Your Dead Down unless You Pray: African American Prisoners in Wisconsin”
Major Professor: J. Patrick Gray

Ralph Koziarski
“Meskwaki Subsistence During the French Fur Trade: The Zooarchaeology of Economic Adaptation”
Major Professor: Jean Hudson

Patrick Lindsay
“Conjunctures Contrived: The Constant Re-Identification of Glasgow Rangers Fans”
Major Professor: Thomas Malaby

Matthew C. Warwick
“Zooarchaeology of the Rio Pukara Valley Formative, Northern Lake Titicaca Basin, Peru”
Major Professor: Jean Hudson

ARCHITECTURE

Addie M. Abushousheh
“Organizational and Environmental Complexity: An Appreciative Inquiry of Positive Deviance in Long Term Care”
Major Professor: Gerald Weisman

Migette Lyn Kaup
“Patterns of Culture Change Households: A Graphic Ethnography Of Environmental and Organizational Fit”
Major Professor: Gerald Weisman

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Areen Banerjee
“Effect of cAMP and Copper on DMSO Respiration in S. Oneidensis MR-1”
Major Professor: Daad Saffarini

Jordan Paul Crago
“The Use of Molecular Biomarkers in Assessing the Impacts of Environmental Pollutants on Fathead Minnow (Pimephales promelas)”
Major Professor: Rebecca Klaper

Shannon Davis-Foust
“Long-Term Population Dynamics and Trophic Interactions of Freshwater Drum (Aplodinotus grunniens) in Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin, Using Otolith Growth Chronologies and Bomb Radiocarbon Age Validation”
Major Professor: Rebecca Klaper

John A. Eimes
“Natural Selection, Genetic Variation and Genomic Architecture of the Major Histocompatibility Complex in the Greater Prairie-chicken”
Major Professor: Peter Dunn
Jerry David Monroe  
“Phosphatase 2A Mediated Regulation of Axonal and Dendritic Development”  
Major Professor: David Heathcote

Mark Harvey Schmitz  
“Intraspecific Variation of Walleye in Ontario, Canada and Lake Winnebago, WI: Ecological Consequences of Difference in Life History, Color and Morphology”  
Major Professor: Timothy Ehlinger

Namita Shroff  
“Global Regulators of Anaerobic Respiration in Shewanella oneidensis MR-1”  
Major Professor: Daad Saffarini

Dena R. Weinberger  
“Reverse Genetic Analysis of Zebrafish Development: Requirements For Cabin1 in the Nervous System and Neural Crest”  
Major Professor: Ava Udvadia

COMMUNICATION

Denis Grimes  
“An Analysis of Patient-Physician Discourse: A Comparison of Physician Diagnostic Scripts and Patient Social Script Expectations”  
Major Professor: Mike Allen

Mindy Ann Johnson  
Major Professor: Jennifer Peterson

Jihyun Kim  
“Promoting Physical Activity through Exercise Video Game Play: The Role of Presence”  
Major Professor: C. Erik Timmerman

Melissa Maier  
“Confronting Friends about Risky Behaviors: An Application of the GPA Framework”  
Major Professor: Nancy Burrell

Kelly E. Tenzek  
“The Chaplain’s Role at End-of-Life Care: A Coordination Management of Meaning Approach to Interaction”  
Major Professor: Mike Allen

Katie LaPlant Turkiewicz  
“The Impact of Cyberchondria on Doctor-Patient Communication”  
Major Professor: Mike Allen

ECONOMICS

Michael Coon  
“Three Essays on Income Remittances to Mexico”  
Major Professors: Keith Bender and Rebecca Neumann

Swati Kumari  
“Essays on Asset Returns and Housing Market”  
Major Professor: N. Kundan Kishor

Laurie A Miller  
“Schedule Flexibility and the Labor Market”  
Major Professor: John S Heywood

Dan Xi  
“Exchange Rate Uncertainty and Domestic Consumption”  
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahrani-Oskooee

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Tanya Christine Adams  
“Investigation of the Effectiveness of the Compasslearning Math Program to Determine Academic Mathematics Success in Urban Students”  
Major Professor: Timothy Cleary

Ling-Lun Chien  
“The Relationship among Perceived English Fluency, Perceived Social Support Satisfaction, Acculturative Stress, And Depressive Symptoms in International Students”  
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Ryan Pogodzinski
Kimberly Marie Radtke
Brian William Salkowski
Margaret Eternity Scherr
Courtney Marie Schneider
Ryan Phillip Schrank
Brandon Allen Schuller
Johnnie William Smith II
Philip James Smith
Samuel Thomas Smith
Gwyneth Catherine Sowa
Jeremy Andrew Sperber
Brittany Ann Storms
Joseph Steven Stratton
Mark Frank Talatzko
Mathew Alan Temple
Amie Jean Thimmesch
Corey Matthew Van Lone
Douglas Daniel Voss
Goran Vukovic
Ryan Thomas Walsh
Jeremy Ryan Wedell
David Wenzel
Marco Wenzel
Joe Wilcox
Nathan Woolgar
Wei Yao
Steven Ziebell

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science
Emmanuel Owusu
Asante-Asamani
Brian Gregory Barkley
Andrew Michael Bolanowski
Nicole M. Christensen
Benjamin John Dekker
Jeremy Daniel Duggan
Matthew Haworth Hoeppner
Sandro Klein
Kevin Darryl Nicholson
John Michael Peters
Jacob Richard Pichelmeier
Marc James Pilon
Lauren Paquette Sample
Steffen K R Schreiber
Ronald Schwaerzler
Annastasia Maria Swartz
Justin Gerald Trulen
Zachary Paul Uttech
Michael Alexander Wagner
Christopher R. Wymawskyj
Daniel Owen Yee
Fenglong You

MEDIA STUDIES
Master of Arts
Jonathan Charles Anderson
Deanna Louise Fabiano
Pavel Mitov
Max Neibaur
Andrew Michael Palen
Carey Andrew Peck
Tatevik Sargsyan
Whitnee Smith

MUSIC
Master of Music
Elizabeth Davis
Jordan Petersen Kamps
Susie Kim
Woo Jung Kim
Jeremy Scott Kriedeman
Karl Christian Mueller
James Nufer
Fidel Antonio Perez
Orlando Pimentel
Sarah Jane Plamann
Lei A. Ramos
Kristian Bise Ring
Gladys M. Rodriguez-Olleros
Angela Lynn Roehl
Emily Jane Rokser
Johanna Signe Schilling
Jamie Lea Schmidt
Jane Roberta Schutt
Lindsay Bradleigh Shank
Andrew Robert Swinney
Jennifer Lee Van Brunt
NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Master of Science

Andrea Lynn Breitenstein
Tracy Spencer Holmes
Michele Nash

NURSING
Master of Science

Mercy Ebere Arim
Rochelle Ann Beine
Nina Bendre
Kelly Nicole Billingsley
Jillian Boser
Joline Michelle Brotzman
Erica Nicole Brown
Melissa Anne Brown
Nicole LeAnn Brueck
Bridget Mary Costigan-Richards
Alisha Kamal Daya
Jessica Dlapa
Mia Lashawn Everett
Kimberly Beth Feile
Kathryn Leigh Gackstatter
Michele Marie Green
Marsha Hansen
Rebecca Elizabeth Hendrickson
Denise LaVonne Kallas
Timothy Patrick Kalmer
Molly Ann Kaul
Christine Kerchfski
Jaclynn Ann Lien-Skubal
Susan Marie Duran Meinel
Elizabeth A. Miller
Margaret Lynn Otepka
Genevieve Mary Penn
Adrienne Leigh Peterson
Pamela Doreen Powell
Tiffany Shameam Powell
Maureen Ann Reddington
Mario Adonis Rojas
Bryna Shefferly
Deanna Rae Simcakoski-Carleton
Matthew Edward Stachowiak
Allison Leigh Stallbohm
Dayton Patricia Stumpf
Rebecca Shawn Swenson
Lindsay Marie Tanty
Tracy Lee Thompson
Noelle Petermann Van De Kreeke
Tracy Mae Warnka
Kristin Lyn Wasley
Jennifer Jean Westergaard
Jodi Lobraco Wilde
Bradford Daniel Withington

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Master of Science

Meenu Sagar

PERFORMING ARTS
Master of Fine Arts

Roy A. Alvarez
Kelly Marie Bronikowski
Tiffany Lou Van Cleaf
Michael Patrick Walsh

PHILOSOPHY
Master of Arts

Cory Michael Davia
Emma B. Friedman
Maxwell Coleman Goldberg
John Arndt Hanson
Philip Thomas Langlois Mack
Christopher David Mesaros
Andrew Christopher Nguyen
Edward S. Wells

PHYSICS
Master of Science

Matthew Alan Stevens

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Master of Arts

Michael Allan Hansen
Seng Yeng Vang

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science

Jessica Lynne Deininger
Ashley Marie Kulland
Caitlin Shea Peplinski
Ajeng Juwita Puspitasari
Megha Sehgal

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration

Lee R. Jones
Shuayee Ly
Martin Edward Shanks
Nachole Marie Simpson
Cameron Edward Stearns
Steven Edward Trimborn
Cha Vang Xiong

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work

Jessica Marie Batch
Kimberly Faith Brown
Olivia Eve Bruss
Tracey Ann Chavie
Eric Allen Combs
Nicole Dimond
Lydia F. Dodge
Lora Flores-Rice
Katie Lynn Gottschalk
Kaila Marie Guske
Bridget DeGroot Harland
Philip Hazen
Allison Higgins
Jennifer L. Hilber
Christopher Joseph Honecker
Dawn Elain Hudson
Geralyn Therese Juettner
Cynthia E. Junior
Jessica Lynn Kurz
Hwon Lee
Bonnie Sue Leggo
Dorcas Lopez
Sigrid Mary Lubner
Joyce Faye Manucharyan
Emily Sue Marx
Molly Rae Marx
April Lynn Nizinski
Jaime Renee Nunn
Sarah Elizabeth Pahman
Carmen Anne Pangilinan
Margaret Jean Petershak
Adrianna Marie Picard
Christina Marie Pompe
Erica Elizabeth Reina
Susannah Leigh Rotter
Leah Elizabeth Sinn Iversen
Aaron Brian Skobel
Samantha Smith
Ellis Zeke Stephens
Jennifer Joy Thoreson
Michael James Weidman II
Sandra Lee Westphal
Lauren Eve Wiczynski
Mollie Denise Yocum

SOCIOLOGY
Master of Arts

Thomas Anthony Calkins III
Atiera Lauren Coleman
Crystal Marie Mathes
Matthew T. Mccarthy
Meghan Claire McDonald
Bren Erwin Nimke
Benjamin Andrew Pitsch
Katherine Alicia Quinn
Brienne E. Schreiber
Karen Renee Smith

SPANISH
Master of Arts

Jillian Ruth Koenen
Ginett Vanessa Pineda
Fabiola Sigala-Diaz
Christine Marie Vasquez

URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning

Stephen Joseph Baisden
David Jeffrey Boehm
Erin Kathleen Brault
Laura Ann Catherman
Jeremy Andrew Davis
Michelle M. Dolnik
Heather Lynn Goetsch
Sahana Goswami
Nicole Joan Hill
Michael Harley Kavalar
Steven Paul Kunst
Christopher D Marx
Anthony J. Spagnoli
James Starzec
Andrew Roy VanNatta
Sarah Jean Weina
Jamila I. Wright

URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science

Sarah Jennifer Barber
Jerome Karl Knapp
Rebecca Emily Nole
Daniel Joseph Toth
BACHELOR’S DEGREES

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Dean Robert C. Greenstreet
Bachelor of Science

John Philip Annis*
Gabrielle Marie Apostoli
Jing Bao*
Gerald Christopher Bauer*
Kyle Matthew Bembeneck
Brett Benka*
Alisa Frances Brown*
Caleb Benjamin Brown*
Caryssa Buchholz*
Kayleigh Ann Bundies*
Adam James Bushman*
David Musser Cincotta*
Shane Patrick Conner*
Michael James Coomer
Ryan Michael Cravillion
Wiktor Wladyslaw Czechura
Thomas William Elmendorf
Nicole Charmaine Faulkner*
Christopher Michael Fifer
Caleb M. Fisher*
Caitlin J. Guinan
Chad William Haeble
Samuel Nielsen Henning
Paul Stephen Hsueh
Eric Joseph Huberty
Bradley Timothy Hynes
Alex Michael Imhoff
Ian Carley Jones
Joseph Jerard Juliano
Samuel Paul Kahle*
Matthew John Kauzlaric
Katie Lynn Kimes
Beth Ann Klemann*
Guthrie James Knapp*
Shanell LaShawn Knight
Jonathan Mark Koskie
Corey Ann Kurek
Ryan Jeremy Learas
Kyle Joseph Maier*
Mackenzie Gary Malak*
Anthony Mark Meyer*
Elizabeth Diana Newton
Loran N Nikolov
Samar Sadoun Omari*
Cara Christine Osborne*
Niyati Vinod Patel
Darrin Pfaff
Christopher Herman Pieper*
Dillan J. Powell
Lucas Lee Rentmeester
John McConnell Reynders
Dustin Roosa*
Andre Michael Rosteing*
Michael Jeffery Sandee
Steven K. Schneider
Michael William Scholten
Joseph C. Shaw
Cole Milton Sladky*
Matthew Jeffrey Smeraglia
Agnieszka Maria Szpara*
Angie Mimi Tabrizi*
Ryan Michael Tretow*
Elizabeth Jayne Treutel*
Tanner Wade Trondson
Andrew Alan VanWychen
Nicole Elizabeth Vieth
Katherine Marie Vigneau*
Rebecca M. Wadzinski
James Robert Wall
Jonathan S.E Wang
Kelsey Ann Webb
Matthew Don Wendorf*
Ryan Erwin Wendt
Steven Daniel Wiley*
Aaron Martin Yakel
Hua Yang*
Cypress May York-Burrowes*
Neil Edward Yunk*
Robert Patrick Zdanowski

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Dean Wade Hobgood
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts

Katharina Abderholden
Rachel Linsey Albert
Michael Eugene Albrecht
Danielle Marie Allen*
Chad H. Alsteen
Patricio Amerena*
Zackaria Lea Antonie
William Brandon Arndt
Joel Richard Augustine*
Jenna Lynn Avers
Michelle O. Baker
Amy Barrett
Katie Ann Bartlett*
Tyler Lawrence Batzko*
Diana Elizabeth Baumann*
Justin Andrew Beale*
Kelly Margaret Betz
Meredith Anne Betz
Amber Mac Blanchard
Dawn Monique Borchardt
Amanda Margaret Borgardt
Matthew Alan Bozora
Alyssa Ann Brakke
Makeena Lee Brick
Jennifer J. Briscoe
Katie Park Broenen
Heather Melissa Browning
Nathan Daniel Bruk
Andrew Clinton Buck*
Lisa Marie Bultman*
Calli BoYoung Burkart
Devere Keith Burnett
Bradley David Butterfield
Joseph David Calamia
Claire Alexandra Carlson
Michael Gregory Chambasian
Matthew James Collins
Kathryn Therese Dean

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Jennifer Mary Decker
Lauren Ann Decker
Derek Donald Dehart
Elizabeth Maria Dick*
Jason Matthew Dilts
Kyle J. Dolezar
Daniel Jason Dorst
Emily Sue Downes*
Bridget Susan Dreher*
Hailey Nicole Dulde
Michael R. Durovy
Matthew Edward Dwyer
Monte Jervail Eady
Theresa Elizabeth Ennis
Ashley Elizabeth Erdman
Derek Wayne Everson
Jessica Farrel
Andrew Robert Feller
Alisa Teresa Ferrante
Sandra Marie Figueira*
Angela Fingard*
Brian Michael Firkus
Lucas Mark Fitzpatrick
Jacob Robert Flom
Caitlin Connelly Frackelton
Anna Isabel Fraser
Ben Domanic Frinzi
Nina Terese Fronjian*
Christina Lynn Gaspar
Mathew Wayne Gasparek
Kierston Elayne Ghaznavi*
Megan Elizabeth Giersch
Matt Gordon Gonia
Nicholas Philip Gordon
Daniel Brian Grady
Gina Graffagna
Christina Lynn Graziano
Jaclyn Elizabeth Green*
Joshua Jerrold John Greytak
Cari Lynn Gruke
Brett Michael Hanisko*
Cassandra L. Hansen
Nicholas Callan Haubner*
Jessica L. Heimerl*
Juliana Jean Henry*
Diego Alejandro Hernandez
Kathryn Lynn Hoff
Zachery David Holder*
Elizabeth Bo Yeong Hollmann
Tyler Paul Hudson
Rachel E. Hughes*
Allison Ann Hunt
Anthony Vincent Hunt
Kevin Andrew Jacobson
Brianna L. Jaeger
Lindsey Ann Jarosz
Matthew Steven Jensen
Thomas James Jung
Marta Lynn Kallenberger
Kelliann Margret Kary*
Rachel Lee Kedinger*
Mitchell Bradley Keller*
Ann Marie Kirtley
Mikaela Rose Klebe*
Evan James Koepnick
Kate Alyse Kopp
Samantha LouAnn Korthof*
Elizabeth Ann Kremer*
Kellen William Kroening*
Lauren Elyse Krueger*
Steven Micheal LaFond*
Jordan John Maloney
Cal John Lautenbach*
Zachary Paul Lewis
Brenda Lee Lewitzke
Justin Caleb Linnemeier*
Megan K. Linner
Matthew Joseph Lynch
Kevin James Maher
Jordan John Maloney
Daniel Mancuso
Reggie Adam Manning*
Jessica Martin
Kevin M. Martin
Janet Lee Mc Millan
Siobhan Marie McAlpin
Bo Solon McCollow
Brittany Lee McDonald*
Angela Marie McFarlane*
Kimberly Ann McMahon
Brittany M. Meiers
Jennifer Cara Meixelsperger
Nichole Lee Mell
Bronzell Miller
Justin Daniel Miller
Lurenatha Louise Miller
Derek B. Morris*
John George Mulhern
Anuradha Murthy
Jessica Oklee Nelson
Sean Robert Nemetz
Sara Kathleen Nesbitt
Melissa Marie Neumann*
Brittany Nielson*
Robert Niesen*
Stephanie Fay Ninnemann*
Andrew James Nordstrum
Mark Christopher O'neill
Allison L. Pfeil
Kara Pieper
Ilonna Pinion
Jared Ethan Plant
Jared Patton Plock*
Matthew James Prekop
Lisa A. Press
Russell John Pritchard*
Kyle P. Probst
Rohit Jesse Rangarajan
Melanie Marie Ravey
Samantha R. Rebro
Gwen Ellen Ripp*
Luis Alberto Rodriguez
Joel Richard Rottier*
Gina Marie Ruchalski*
Sydney Mei Ruf-Wong*
Mary Anna Salo*
Michael Solomon Sambar*
Alyssa Lauren Santiago
Tessa Mary Schadrie
Eric James Schallhorn
Bradley David Schiefelbein
Natalie Wyn Schmitting
Patrick Scott Schmitz*
Kerri Ann Schuh
Amber Lynn Schwalenberg
Eliot Andrew Sell
McKenna M. Shaffer
Bryan Todd Short*
Caroline Marie Skelton
Joseph Ryan Skow
Brian John Slawson
Ilya D. Slootsky
Joshua Lee Smith
Nicole Anne Spahn
Heather Lynn Spangenberg
Flannery Margaret Steffens*
Julie Ann Steinbach
Tracie K. Stevenson
James Michael Stukenberg*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Symphony Duet Swan
Heather Tatum
Sarah Ann Teschendorf
Kor Thao
Noah Michael-DeVaney Therrien
Travis J. Thorp
Andrea Lynn Thurner
Andrew Glen Tolstedt
Thomas William Trudeau*
Maikue Vang
Jenna Jo VanOrnum
Amanda Whitney Vaughn
David A. Villa
Lizann Naara Villatoro
Aaron Matthew Vivian*
Jazmin Marie Vollmar
Ann Marie Vollrath*
Erik David Wagner
Alexandra Walker*
Amanda Marie Walters
Michael Andrew Ware
Sarah Frances Weiss*
Eric Jacob Wescott
Zachary J. Westerman
Julia Kay Williams*
Caitlin Rose Wolf
Jade Maree Woodruff
Ryan Christopher Woolgar*
Boris Yang
Nashira Frances Young*
Britney Ann Zindars

SHELDON B. LUBAR SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean Timothy L. Smunt
Bachelor of Business Administration

Omar Abdulsalam Abdulaal
Khaldoun Samir Abushousheh*
Fitize Adili
Alyaa Hussain Al Abbad
Mohammed Abdullah Al Dossary
Hussain Zaki Al Jama
Ali Al Sayegh*
Hatim Al Sharif

Mohammad Yaqoup Al Sughayer*
Hussain H. Aldashy
Naser Alduwaisan
Naser Sulaiman Algazlan*
Khaled Sh H M Ha Alkhalidi
John E. Allaway
Leonce Michael Allen
Mohammad Ahmad Alomran
Yousef Ahmed Alomran
Sara Ali Alseif
Adel Salem Alwadey
Husain S H Y J Alwazzan
Ian Robert Amundson
Michael Thomas Anderson*
Yuliana Asriyans*
Aseel Atari
Daniel John Ausloos
Lindsey Joan Aynling
Brian Thomas Babinski
Abdulrahman Saleh Badrallah
Scott Thomas Bagguley
Jennifer Lynn Bailen
Nicholas Banach*
Ciera Rose Banaszyński
Said Moises Barbosa
Joseph J. Barian
Kevin Patrick Barry
Kristina Ann Barth*
Alicia Christine Bartosic*
George Ronald Batcha
Blen Lillian Bayu*
Joshua Andrew Becherer
Vanessa Lynn Bellanger
Ashly Brooke Belmarez
Jay Benaderet
Kyle Anthony Beres
Kyle Ryan Bergendahl
Alyssa Maureen Beveridge
Michael Steven Bevers
Dominic Duane Biagioli
Keegan Paul Bieda
Nicole Marie Bieniek
Angela Marie Binder
Alexandra Rae Bissing*
Jennifer Rae Boehm
Chad Bohn
Arthur Joseph Bollis
Yakov Igor Borodin
Dawn Elizabeth Bossler*
Dannette Marie Bousley

Kimberly Ann Bowerman
Ryan Michael Boyer
Jennifer Rose Brager
Andrew John Branjner
Kaylee A. Briggs*
Paul Peter Brokenshire
Adam Broske
David Donald Brownell
Andrew Jon Budnik
Kenneth Burns
Alex Richard Bush
Michael John Bustos
Preston William Butler
Sakura Helene Cabraal-Gamblin
Katelynn MariClare Cameron*
Meng Cao*
Matthew F. Carchedi*
Brianna Leigh Carr*
Todd L. Cariuete*
Michael Robert Carver
Joseph M. Cekosk*
Lauren Therese Chamberlain
Dustin Dean Chappell
Zhennhao Chen
Amanda Marie Cherry*
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Christian*
Amanda Lisa Cifuno
Michael Charles Clark*
Justin Leigh Coenen
Matthew William Cooper*
Dayna Cornell
Matthew S. Cowling
Scott Michael Crawford
Derek Douglas Crawley
Donald F. Crego*
Peter Mario Crivello
Katie Lynn Cunico
Patrick Joseph Cunniff
Zsanett Czvikli
Travis Alan Dahl
Charles Eugene Daleiden
Cameron Marcus Danielski*
Christopher Michael Dankert*
Ammar H. M. A. H. Dashti*
Elizabeth Jo Dean
Anthony Jarrod Decent
Kristen DeLacy*
Tyler Joseph Denham
Jordan Thomas Diel
Caitlyn Marie Dittman

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
**Baccalaureate Degrees**

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
Pamela Renita Persons
Kevin Wesley Petersen
Alissa Nicole Peterson
Danielle Denise Peterson
Zachary William Peterson*
Alexander Earl Pflughoeft
Matthew Brian Pf rang*
Eric James Phelps
Avery Ambrose Pierce
Danele Lynn Pietruszynski
Kirsten Pitta
John Michael Plutz
Ryan V. Pope
Heather Marie Popp
John Richard Prellwitz
Tanner C. Pruett
Jerome A. Pruss
Kimberly Ann Pruszka
Casey Edward Quarford
Christopher Lee Quasius
Lazar Radicevic
Elizabeth Marie Radmanovic
Nicolas Peter Rasmussen
Ian William Ratayczak
Tara Rose Ratlaff
Timothy Scott Ray
Nick Avery Rechek
Jordan Reigel
Andrew Phillip Reiss
Jacob David Reynolds
Tashari Monay Reynolds
Brandon Jay Rice
Daniel Thomas Richter
Jasmine Janay Ridgell
Jeanette Rivas DesJardins
Amilcar Rivero Guedez
Shawn Michael Roberts
Charles Steven Robinson
Melinda Rodriguez*
Kelsey Marie Roloff
Lake Nathanel Roman
Joseph Michael Rooney
Michael Aaron Rosenberg
Christopher James Rowe
Trisha Lea Rowen
Josh Rugowski
Bettina Ann Ruhm
Kelsey Marie Ruplinger
Courtney Chantal Russell
Katherine Jo Rutkowski
Michael Carl Rutkowski
Omar Mohamed Salhi*
Mary Sauer
Alyssa Marie Savinski*
Tate Schill
Bailey Ann Schmidlap
Katlin Marie Schmieder
Mary Elizabeth Schmiltz
Brandon Otto Schott
Jeremy Jacob Schraunfagel
Kinnon Ross Schreiber*
Owen Theodore Schreiber
Kristina Elizabeth Schuster*
Samantha Jo Schwartz
Jordan Seflow
John Francis Sekutowski
Phillip Michael Serak
Collin James Sharkey
Maggie R. Shipley
Samuel John Shookman
Jeremy Daniel Siegler
Garrett Matthew Sielaff
Steven Fredrick Sievert*
Krista Danielle Simko
Chanthaphone Simmala
Arron D. Simonson
Ritvik Singh*
Michael Richard Skrivseth
Jared Nicholas Slawinski
Andrew Brock Smith
Ashley Linda Smith
Craig Thomas Smith
Michelle Suzette Smith*
Jacob Daniel Sommerville
Kirsten Emily Speas*
Antoinette Pachelle Spencer
Kevin Eugene Sperb
Nicholas Sreckovic
Carly Lynn Statza
Sean Alan Stebar
Kimberly Ann Stefaniak
Laura Lynn Stelhol
Ryan Ashley Stephens*
Adam Jonathan Stevenson
Jaleicia Naomi Stevenson
Amarildo Stillo
Patrick John Stone
Michelle C. Strande
Joshua F. Strang
Paul Anthony Strycker
Jacob Michael Sturomski
Travis Michael Surita
Jeffrey David Szatkowski
Elizabeth Bradley Taggart
Robert John Tallinger
Ronald Joseph Tallinger
Ailina Tarnovsky
Renzo E. Tejeda
Matthew Andrew Tesch*
Pa Dao Thao
Brock Alan Thede
Jacob Travis Thorn
Haley Rose Torgerson
Rebecca Suzanne Tracy
James Gregory Trautman*
Samantha June Trawitzke
Todd W. Trettin
Maria Fernanda Trinidad
John Charles Twohig
Natalie Marie Udvar
Kaylin Marie Utech
Amanda Marshell Valicharla
Melissa Jean Van Buren
Marlee Michelle Van Portfliet*
Nicholas John Vanden Heuvel
John Lorin Vanselow
Amanda Ashley VanZeeland
Blake Tyler Vassar
Domenic James Vellucci
Pamela Nicole Villanueva
Ngan Thu Vu*
Dustin J. Wachter
Alexandra Lee Waddington
John Frederick Walden
Congren Wang
Bryan Mitchell Waugh
Morgan Mae Webber
Robert J. Weber
Matthew Scott Wells*
Andrew Bryan Welsh
Alexander J. Wendland
Tyler Craig Wenig
Rhaina Mae Werner*
Colin Jameson Wiklin
Justin John Wilterdamke*
Lauren Marie Wittmann
Benjamin J. Witzigmann
Colleen Marie Wojciechowski
Cindy Sze-Wah Wong
Theresa Marie Wong

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Aaron James Wuebben*
Zeb Xiong
Ke Xu*
Mai Yang
Yeeleng Yang
Semra Yar
Matthew Gwon Ho Yee
Sara Marie Yordan
Stephanie Yost*
Tyleshsa Yvonne Younger
Fangqian Yu
Eleanor Fredericka Yuhas
Andrew J Zainer*
Natalie Lamia Zebian
Melissa Marie Zehren*
Lauren Anne Zembrowski
Magdalena Zeqiri
Rachel Marie Zetting
Mark Andrew Zikeli
George Suhail Zomot

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dean Carol L. Colbeck
Bachelor of Science

Kathryn Elizabeth Abernethy*
Eric John Acker
Karina Albor
Amanda Lee Albrecht*
Anthony R. Anderson
Tammie Ann Anderson
Jessica Daniella Andolina
Samantha Lynn Balkowski*
Amanda Lauren Banach
Ashraf Rasem Barakat
April May Barry
Jody A. Bauer
Holly Ann Baukin
Samantha J Bear*
Hannah Marie Bell
Katherine Danielle Bennett
Carrie B. Beranek
Catherine Elise Beris*
Danielle Martine Bissonnette
Alyssa Marie Blaha

Benjamin Richard Bodart
Jesse Thomas Bolling*
Isaiah Jahi Bonds
Michelle Ann Bracy*
Nicholas Alan Braemer*
Margaret Elizabeth Brielmaier*
Brooke Bureta
Chelsie Rae Cahoon
Michael Carini*
Patricia Lynn Castillo*
Bridney Charlle Chappel
Amanda Chase*
Karl Richard Cleppe
Kyleigh A. Corder*
Brittany Yvonne Cullin
Stephen Michael Darrow
Erin Margaret Day
Nicole Marie Delrow
Dana K. Demske*
Kathleen Cleary Dix
Coloetta J Dukes
Stephen Michael Eichstadt*
Cassie Marie Eller
Joseph Timothy Evrard
Thomas John Ewig
Alysse Elizabeth Fehrenbach
Jenna Nicole Finley
Katharine Anne Fischer Maga
Jonny Enrique Flamboe-Diaz*
Brenda Jean Flannery
David Kenneth Freitag*
Alex James Funk*
Michelle Therese Gabert
Aaron Nicholas Garcia
Stephanie Jess Garriston
Ryan Matthew Geiser
Claire Etzel Gerlach
Gail Louise Glassman*
Allyssa Ann Golec
Dawn N. Gosseck*
Matthew Lucas Greben
Jamie Griffin
Tiffany Lynn Hansen*
Paul Edward Hart
Trevor Thomas Hein
Erica Marie Hermann
Meredith Ann Hinck*
Zahra Jafferali Hirani
Olya A. Hively
Allison Beverly Hochmuth
Ashley Hofkamp
Angel Nicole Howman*
Michelle Marie Hucke
Samantha Rosell Jeske*
Megan Ann Kase
Traci Lea Kassens*
Samantha Lee Kaye
Charlotte Renee Keels
Deolyn Kelley
Cassandra M. Kerber
Kayleen Kinsley
Allison Lee Kleppe*
Audrey Anne Kludtke
Jacqueline Catherine Kolstad*
Michelle Lee Kornitz
Christina Jo Kralki*
Donna M. Krasovich
Rebecca Marie Krumnow
Kelsee Lynn Krusza*
Anne A. Kruthoff*
Teresa Jill Kubenik*
Robert Joseph LaCroix
Shawn Langness
Kayla J. Lathrop
Sarah M. Leair*
Ashley Jean Leisssring
Jessica Lopez
Jody Lynn Lopez
Samantha Rose Lukasavitz
James Michael Lundstrom
Meredith Magdalyn Malo
Kristin Anne Marks
Sarah Elizabeth Marks*
Jendayi Jebe Mbalia
Megan Marie Mcfain
Lindsay Stanton McBride
Patrick Gillick McElwee*
Maria Inez Medina*
Samantha Lynn Mejia*
Samantha Josephine Michels
Brittany Rose Miller
Rachel Christine Moberg
Rebecca Nicole Moeller*
Daniel Steven Naffier
Ashley Mae Naranjo
Kara Brianne Nauer
Linsey Erin Oakes*
Randall Anthony Olson
Chelsea Anne Oscarson
Akane Otomo*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Lara Christine Paches  
Stephan Dante Patten  
Emily Peck  
Rachel Marie Plate*  
Brett James Polczynski  
Cailin Rose Promo  
Lauren Taylor Quinneys  
Christopher Charles Rawlings  
Andrea Lynn Rawski  
Nicole Marie Reschlein*  
Catherine Ann Rigden  
Andrew Rittgers*  
Christine Roberson*  
Antoine Demetrius Roberts  
Doreena P. Wilson  
Emily Anne Wilson  
Jennifer Kathleen Wilson*  
Amanda Paige Wollenziehn  
Bradley Michael Zacharias*  

**COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE**

*Interim Dean Tien-Chien Jen  
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering*

Ali A.Q.M. Abdeen  
Abdullah Hassan Abojabaa  
Erfan Ahmad  
Majid Mohammed Al Qutaim  
Khaled Siham Majed Alaaasmi  
Faisal Majed AlDawish  
Khalid Salem Almutairi  
Mohammed Alsayyaf  
Kwame Senanu Amegashitsi  
Brian Richard Anderkay  
Mikhail Victor Arndt  
Joseph Steven Barr  
Andrew Michael Bauer  
Kelsey M. Bauer  
Andrew John Bentley  
Joel Benway  
Moulesh Bhandary  
Ross A. Biely  
Samuel Alan Bingham  
Ryan Patrick Biwer*  
Amanpreet Brar  
Kyle Steven Broadrick  
Andrew John Buechler  
Adam Thomas Bushman  
Ahmed F. Bushra  
Benjamin Mitchell Caya  
Bradley Jonathan Clarkson  
Calvin Lee Cloutier*  
Michael Daniel Clune*  
David Allen Cox  
Carl Andrew Czajka  
Anthony James D'Antuono  
Nicholas Mason Dahnke  
Kyle Steven Daily  
Ryan Joseph Daugherty  
Keith A. Davis  
Bryant James Deakins  

Anthony Dennis Dederich  
Scott Edward Derse  
Rohit Dhiman  
Vincent Joseph Difrances*  
Austin Michael Doherty  
Dean Jacob Filtz*  
Brandon Lee Flunker  
Derek Michael Forehand  
Clifford John Gagas  
David Russell Gamez  
Colin Swan Garnett*  
Mary Anne Ghaly*  
Austin Charles Grandlich  
Allen Walter Greco  
Alexander Michael Gueldenzopf  
Katrina Viktoria Gundlach  
Alexander J. Haeger  
Joshua Scott Hansen  
Lauren Mary Harkins*  
Joseph Harnden*  
Corrine Victoria Hartenstein  
Hasan Hasan  
Michael Gerard Heckenkamp  
Jeremy John Hildebrand  
Bradley John Huckle*  
Sarah Elizabeth Hudson  
Dustin Travis Hunt  
Benjamin Hynes  
Ricardo J. Iniguez  
Abdolreza Javadi  
Adam J. Johnson  
Ajayvir Singh Kaleka  
Zachary Neal Karthausser*  
Brian David Kass  
Joseph Anthony Kebisek*  
Rachel Elizabeth Kiser  
Robert Allen Klaus  
Alexis Elizabeth Klawitter*  
Christopher David Kleinhuiszen  
Matthew David Kluczinski*  
Ryan C. Koenig  
Eugene T. Krakow*  
Justin Krohn  
Benjamin John Krug  
Jeffrey Lee Kustermann  
Pushpinder Singh Labana  
Jason Andrew Lallaman  
Andrew J. Landphier  
Mark A. Lang*  
Justin Joseph Lemerond  

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
continued

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING & APPLIED
SCIENCE

Nicholas Christopher Lemmer
Erik James Lewis*
Evan Peter Limberatos
Brian Daniel Lucas
Joseph Anthony Maas*
Anthony Joseph Macke*
Shane Patrick McCarty*
Jonathan William McCoy
Sean William McKinney
Matthew Franklin Motiff
Amanda Moua
Graham Michael Mueller*
Bradley Robert Narlow
Richard Lee Niespodzany
Kevin James O'Connor
Nicholas Sean Oliver
Andrew George Olson
Brad Douglas Peterson
Brian James Petrin
Joseph Daniel Phelan
Mark Piotrowski
Craig Steven Planton
Molly Ann Rasmussen*
Rebecca Lee Rasmussen
Jonathan Paul Reed
David James Restum
Victor William Reynolds
Steven Michael Ring
Ryan Lee Ronk
Andrew Paul Rux
Arfan Imad Saleh
Steven Richard Schears
Matthew John Schleis
Ryne Schnell
Ryan James Schubert
Mark Thomas Seidcheck
Brent Calvin Smith*
Conrad Thaddeus Sniegowski
Alexa Lee Snyder*
Daniel Josiah Spiewak
Chelsea Sue Stachowiak
Casey Michael Stehlik
Stefan Joseph Stock
Adam Richard Stoffel
Jason D. Sullivan
Joshua Jon Sweeney
Amy Jean Taetsch
Joseph Robert Talaga
Marcus Andrew Terranova
Weston Norbert Timmers
Tom Tran
Bradley J. Vandenbush
Pa Choua Yang
Trevor Lee Wallner
Ryan Robert Welch
Eric Jacob Wescott
Robert Beau Wheeler
Robert Thomas Williams
Evan D. Wind
Michelle Ann Wojta*
Jonathan Isaac Worden
Mathew C. Wymer
Bee Xiong
Zong Xiong
Long Peng Yang
Vasil Zhmendak
Stevo Zoric

COLLEGE OF
HEALTH SCIENCES

Dean Chukuka S. Enwemeka
Bachelor of Science

Saeed Abdullah Alwadei
Kendra Corrine Ambort
Elise Rene Anderson*
Jessica Elise Arnold
Michael Mustafa Asad
Annelise S. Aschbacher*
Ashley Marie Bachmann
Sonja Marie Backus
Alison Marie Barchus
Rachael Nicole Baumann
Melissa Marie Bayley
Reed R. Becker
Kenneth Patrick Behrndt
Alyssa Marie Benrud*
Monica Maree Beyer
Michelle Lynn Bielinski
Max Andersen Boettner
Letece Ann Borreson*
Tina Michelle Brooke*
Jessica Lee Brooks
Grace Isabel Brown
Nicholas Norvin Bruss
Rebecca Buehrens
Tammy Marie Bush*
Shannon M. Butula
Katherine Marie Ceschin
Yer Chang
Patricia Kaye Charlesworth
Brittany Lynne Christopherson
Stephanie Kay Coenen
Rebecca Marie Corazalla*
Shaina Leigh Daris*
Laura Elizabeth Delvaux
Torina Denman
Andrea Lynn Deppert
Traci Lyn Dolski*
Sara Beth Dominiczak
Ryan Daniel Dorn
Alyssa Marie Dougherty
Amber Marie Douglas
Megan Rae Douglas
Lindsey Renee Durbin*
Joanne Ashley Egmose
Amanda Desiree Elkins
Roslyne Aquino Espejo
Caitlin Renee Faber*
Kathryn Elizabeth Fischer
Taniya Marie Fisher
Jodee Diane Fitzgerald
Kaitlyn Marie Foellings*
Jordan A. Foster*
Jamie Leigh Fox*
Amanda Suzanne Frasch
Amy L. Frederick*
Delaney Elizabeth Fuchs*
Noah Santos Gabriel
Autumn Elizabeth Gaylor
Nicole Patricia Gebultowicz
Alyssa Lee Geisler*
Kelsey Rae George
Paul Michael Gibson
Andrew Conrad Giesen
Tia Eve Gordon*
Stacey Marie Goulet*
Jamie Grede
Amanda Jane Gregory
Adam Robert Groose
Elizabeth Ashley Gross*
Maria Jane Grundy*
Sarah Frances Guenther*
Sarah Elizabeth Gyurina
Mary M. Haas

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Laura Jane Hamel
Jennifer Lauren Hardy*
John Michael Hawkins
Grant T. Heffelfinger
Ryan Christopher Heiser*
Amanda Catherine Hensel
Jason R. Hess*
Katrina Erin Hoffmann
Lian E. Horbinski*
Michaela Marie Howard
Haba Medhat Ismail
Duangpak W Jackson
Katherine Marie Janecke*
Travis Robin Janko
Heng Hsu Jaw
Taylor Glenn Jensen
Hillary Johnson*
Nicole Allison Jones
Kasey Marie Kallien
Adam Richard Kelly
Samantha Amber Kelsey
Michiel Jan-Laurence Kiel
Maren Margaret Kliwer
Trevor Ralph Klinkner*
Kyle James Klotz
Alissa Jordan Kohl
Allyson Elizabeth Koller
Katheryn Elizabeth Kuczynski*
Rebecca Kristine Kudlewski
Amanda Ellen Kvasnica*
Kristen Elizabeth Lackner
Erika Ann Lak
Courtney R. Lange
Samantha Diane Larcom*
Kyle Paul Laufenberg
Nicholas James Laurin
Brittany Jean Leiterman
Mary Christine Lenz
Jonathan David Lin
Mallory Kay Lindsay
Rebecca Julie Lisberg
Crystal Kathleen Luckas
Kelsey Lynn Luebke*
Aimee Leigh Macpherson
Kelly Christine Maloney
Murphy Mariah Mangan*
Shelby Raye Manske
Sarah Jeanne Mantsh
Daniel Thomas Marsicek
Sarah Rose Mastronardi
Kelly Kay McGrath
Megan Marie McMahon
Jessica Bernadine Meidl
Jodie Marie Mekka
Britney L'arria Melvin
Victoria Lee Merkel
Kelly Ann Meschler*
Gretchen Faith Metcalf
Lindsey Mich*
Erin Marie Modic
Paul John Mueller*
Samantha Marie Murphy
Alyson Nagel*
Matthew Edward Nechodemou
Carolyn Rene Olson*
Naydene Emily Olson*
Melinda Mariko Omata*
Peter Jacob Orgovan*
Kristin Marie Pakenham*
Jennifer Lynn Pankoff
Dimple Ashokkumar Patel*
Paulette Karetha Patterson
Sarah Elizabeth Pedracine*
Mitchell Carl Petersen
Anthony James Peterson
Heidi Lynn Peterson*
Adam John Polifka
Brynn Michelle Popp
Danielle Marie Porter
Ryan Thomas Pyszczynski
Alexandra Anne Raspanete*
Amanda Lee Rayeske*
Katelin Lynn Redmann*
Kelly Nicole Reese*
Daniel Peter Rohde
Cary Andrew Ross
Rhonda Marie Roush
Lauren Michele Roy
Nicole Schade*
Vanessa Lynn Schaller
Ashley Marie Scharrer
Sarah Ann Schneider*
Jennifer Kristine Schober
Andrea Elaine Schultz*
Elizabeth James Schultz
Mark Thomas Schultz*
Lindsey Rae Schwoerer
Nina Marie Sedlmeier
Lucas Joseph Seelow
Kobina Saah Shaffa
Tammy Sieglaff*
Amber Leigh Slaby*
Mallory Ann Smith*
Phono Christopher Smith
Kaylyn Sobocinski*
Dana Beth Sosinski
Denise Marie Spiegel*
Sarah Elizabeth Steinquist
Kelsey Ann Stewart
Lisa M. Stinson
Justin Cody Swenson
Ian Allan Thielecke*
Aubrey Shannon Thomas
Jessica Lynn Thompson*
Lindsay Rogers Tobias
Erica Marie Tostrud
Tanya L. Ulm
Karen Marie Vanderpool
April Marie Vaughn
Jake Cameron Venes
Julia Evanthia Vlahos*
Allison Jean Vraa
Heidi Lynn Wacker*
Beth Ann Wagner
Corbin Kyle Wagner
Elizabeth Marie Wagner*
Ronald James Wahl
Mary Elizabeth Wandolowski
Brianna Bernice Wareing
Jenna Rose Weber*
Christel Dora Mary Weinaug
Erica Leigh Weishof* 
Chelsea Lee Wendt
Brooke Melanie Wenninger*
Emily Rose Whitlock*
Debra Elizabeth Wittig*
Emily Kathryn Wychgram
Rodney Xiong
Elizabeth Song Yang*
Paouchua Yang
Angela Christine Yost*
Matthew James Zeidler

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES
Interim Dean Dietmar Wlofram
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology

Shane Arnold
Sahithi Samantha Bayana
Mitchell Andrew Carter
Dillon Michael William-Christensen
Shawn Micheal Daniels
Lloyd De Angelo Ellis
Timothy Joseph Felion*
Gabriel Joseph Garcia
Tyron Allen Gubser*
Kory Bryant Hooper
Michael Joseph Imig
Robert Paul Johnston*
Ryan Jonas
Yeun Ju Kim*
Thomas Anthony Krizan
Binh Le
Marcus Allen Levy
Samuel Michael Matzke
Andrew Vincent McKillop*
Sara Lynn McMikillop*
Daemian Nigel Morscher
Mike Sie Moua
Paris Myles
Andrew James Pape
Andrew Brian Perdzock
Eric Igor Ragozin
Luke Reindl
Adam Kevin Roach
Todd Michael Schmiedlin*
Sarah Staple Kamp
Phillip Henry Striggow*
Jessica G. Sullivan*
Dan Thomas
Kari Turner
Joseph Obinna Umeseka
Meng Sue Wang
Matthew E. Walby
See A. Nou Yang*
Laurie Zacharias
David Gregory Zickuhr*

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Rodney Swain
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science

Jacob S. Abrams
Amirah Abulughod*
Jessica Kate Adams
Daniel Edmund Agacki
Brittany Sarandeep Ahuja
Zachary James Aiken
Matthew Leif Aker
Mishal Al-Wathiqi
Sherri Lynn Albrecht*
Darren Zvolinski Almagro*
Alysha Nicole Anderson
Dorian Maurice Anderson
Glen Willard Anderson
Melissa Laurie Anderson
Travis Coleman Anderson
Christopher Paul Andretti
Samuel L. Andrews
Kristin Hope Anthony
Stephen Robert Appel*
Igli Arapi
Gaelle Anne Arga
Heidi Katherine Aringer*
Tyler Robert Armbruster
Nathan Aandrew Auping
Kevin Alexander Ausman
Alison Jean Austreng
Austin M. Bade
Daniel George Baker*
Jacob Thomas Baker*
Malia Kathleen Baldry
Michelle Elizabeth Balles
Colleen Janelle Banach
Manuel M. Barbosa
Timothy Alan Barta
Diana Bartczak
Robert Frank Barton
Michael D. Bauer
Michael Bayu
Emily Rebecca Bea
John L. Beadle
Michael Adam Beale
Mollie Beaumont
Kenneth Lamont Beckom
Jordan Taylor Beckwith
Nicole Marie Behnke
Rebecca Jo Bell
Michael John Berg*
Matthew Johnathan Bergerson
Travis E. Bergsgaard
Allison Kathryn Beth
Ashley Joanna Beyer
Rachel Lea Biechler
Susan Marie Bischoff
Paul Bitzan
Quentin A. Black
Tyler Stuart Blanke
Shai Motti Yitzhak Blasberg
Belal Khaled Bleibel*
Aaricka Bogard
Schuyler Schultz Boggio*
Nathan Paul Boisen
James Bomm
Jeremy Alan Booth*
Steven Thomas Bostwick
Lindsay Marie Botsch
Ryan Joseph Bourbon
Chelsea Elyse Boyd
Stacey-Gean Deirdre Boyle*
Jared Scott Bozich
Marquisa Byonna Bradley
Jacklyn S. Braith*
Benjamin Robert Brannan
Bryce William Bray*
Dylan Alan Bray
Madelyn Marlo Brenner*
Zachary C. Brooke
Jesse Allan Brown*
Erin Lee Browning*
Anne Kristine Bruckner*
Dieter Paul Brummund*
Eden Kae Brussow
Timothy James Bryce
Richard Brylow
William Elmer Brylow
Abbey Jo Buechel
Steven David Burgermeister
Nicole Burns
Jamae Nicole Burrows
Samuel Thomas Busch*
Andrew David Bykowski
Benjamin Thomas Cabush
Nicole Campbell
Tiffany L. Campbell
Jessica M. Cannizzo

*Awarded Commencement Honors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krista Marie Cannon</td>
<td>Tyler William Dassey*</td>
<td>Caitlin Marie Eggeman</td>
<td>Stephen Michael Eiffler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Roberta Carlson</td>
<td>Devon Daughety*</td>
<td>Michael David Ekvall</td>
<td>Michael David Fruehlich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Carney</td>
<td>Amanda S. Davis</td>
<td>Lakeisha Lashanda Ellis</td>
<td>Evan Kier Fruehlich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traci Lynn Carr</td>
<td>Wesley William Davis*</td>
<td>Melissa Ann Elmer</td>
<td>Kaitlyn Molly Galante</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Sue Casper</td>
<td>D’Andre Lamar Dawsey</td>
<td>Jacob Alexander Ennis*</td>
<td>Alyssa Anne Galaviz*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared William Catenauci*</td>
<td>Christopher Robert Dean</td>
<td>Cydne Jane Entringer</td>
<td>Ricardo Ramon Galaviz*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Ann Chadek*</td>
<td>Krista Debehnek</td>
<td>Amanda J. Epping</td>
<td>Bojan Galiot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Douglas Chambers</td>
<td>Danielle Marie DeBoer</td>
<td>Joseph Damian Eschweiler*</td>
<td>Amanda Marie Gallman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blia Chou Chang</td>
<td>Jack Duncan DeBoer</td>
<td>Valerie Elizabeth Esser*</td>
<td>Shawn Edward Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denelle Marie Chapman</td>
<td>William E. DeCaire</td>
<td>Omar Manuel Estrada</td>
<td>Isabella Costa e Silva Gargiulo*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisela Andrade Chavez-Narvaez*</td>
<td>Jack William DeDecker</td>
<td>Megan Elyse Eurich</td>
<td>Katelyn Ellen Garity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Devor Cherry</td>
<td>Leah Mary Defenbaugh*</td>
<td>Kyle E. Evans</td>
<td>Kristy Marie Garven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Ann Chiovatero</td>
<td>Nicole Marie DeGeorge</td>
<td>Ryan Curtis Ewers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas George Chovanec</td>
<td>Kelsey Kay Degrave*</td>
<td>Mariya Iffath Farooqi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Jacob Christiansen</td>
<td>Adilene Delgado*</td>
<td>Eric Michael Fasse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Chung</td>
<td>Aimee Nicole Dellemann</td>
<td>Michelle Suzanne Felde*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Michael Cianciolo</td>
<td>Nathaniel Edmund John Demuth</td>
<td>Tiffany Marie Feller*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan L. Ciano</td>
<td>Alex Michael Denk</td>
<td>Leah Marie Fellion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathon Fredrick Clausen</td>
<td>Chelsey H. Dequaine</td>
<td>Matthew Joseph Fenelon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan Declan Coffey</td>
<td>Ashley Dawn Derezinski</td>
<td>Amanda Ferrante</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Cohn</td>
<td>Kristi Arlene Derkacy</td>
<td>Lydia Ruth Ferraro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael S. Collins</td>
<td>Guy Patrick Devitt</td>
<td>Jennifer Ann Filipek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawanda Virginia Collins</td>
<td>Erin Eileen DeYoung</td>
<td>Heidi Jeanne Fillinger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maura Michelle Colon Bowers</td>
<td>Yuvika Dhawan*</td>
<td>Kelly Fischer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Josef Connor</td>
<td>Samuel I. Dhuey</td>
<td>Laura Lynn Fisher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasandra Irene Cook</td>
<td>Allison Anne Dietz*</td>
<td>Patrick Wayne Flaherty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Jay Cope</td>
<td>Sarah Jane Dineen</td>
<td>James Francis Fleming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deon James Copeland</td>
<td>Emma Nicole Dixon</td>
<td>Megan Debra Flock*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirjana Cosic</td>
<td>Robert James Dlobik</td>
<td>Kylie Lynn Formanek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Thomas Cotton*</td>
<td>Joel Vincent Dohm</td>
<td>Jessica Rose Forrest*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Fitzpatrick Cox</td>
<td>Elizabeth Marie Doncheck</td>
<td>Phillip James Forrest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Therese Crammer*</td>
<td>Brooke Suzanne Donovan</td>
<td>Lorne Mason Forsythe*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Nicole Crandall</td>
<td>Ajay Donald Dorn</td>
<td>Kevin Foseid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Stuart Crawford-Fischer</td>
<td>Christopher George Dorszynski</td>
<td>Luigi Paolo Franchalanci</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald F. Crego*</td>
<td>Rebecca Lyn Dreyer</td>
<td>Kayla Marie Franklin*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Marie Cremona</td>
<td>Pamela J. Duane</td>
<td>Daniel Douglas Freiemuth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Lee Cribb</td>
<td>Rachel Erin Dubinski</td>
<td>Kathryn Friedrich*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Rose Criscimagna</td>
<td>Josh David Dubman</td>
<td>Paul Andrew Friedrichs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael John Crossman</td>
<td>Eric Alan Duenkel*</td>
<td>Sarah Frittitta*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briann Philip Fernando Cruz</td>
<td>Elizabeth Katrene Duncan</td>
<td>Adam Micheal Froehlich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Raymon Fernando Cruz</td>
<td>Alexander Lee Dunn*</td>
<td>Evan Kier Fruehlich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Melinda Custalow</td>
<td>Melissa Ann Dunn</td>
<td>Kaitlyn Molly Galante</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Jeanne Cyganiak*</td>
<td>Allison Nicole Dunne</td>
<td>Alyssa Anne Galaviz*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Anne Czebotar*</td>
<td>Kyle Duane Duquaine</td>
<td>Ricardo Ramon Galaviz*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Michael Czerwinski</td>
<td>Sydni Leigh Durrstein</td>
<td>Bojan Galiot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zsannet Czvikli</td>
<td>Mohammed Abdullah Easa</td>
<td>Amanda Marie Gallman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Marie Dahlke</td>
<td>Alexis George-Ann Economus</td>
<td>Shawn Edward Gardner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Rae Damas</td>
<td>Armin Edalatpour</td>
<td>Isabella Costa e Silva Gargiulo*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Thomas Daniels</td>
<td>Jonathan Russell Ede</td>
<td>Katelyn Ellen Garity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas David Danz</td>
<td>Russell Christopher Edlund</td>
<td>Kristy Marie Garven</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidane B. Dashew</td>
<td>Sedann Shedia Edwards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
Baccalaureate Degrees

continued

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Bryan Thomas Gatzke
Elizabeth Marie Gedeit
Tammy Gee
Katie Jo Gehrand
Kayla Ann Gehrand
Alexandria Patricia Gerschwiler
Amber Marie Giese*
Gabriel Gilbertson
John Michael Gill
Ravinder Gill
Makenzie Gillaspie*
Alexander Girgis*
Benjamin Michael Glassman
Maria Gleason-Maddox
Michele L. Gliekeck*
Erie Catherine Gliszczinski
Daniel Christopher Gnad*
Katlyn Goggins
Rachel Ruth Gomez
David Michael Gonia
Samantha Marie Gonnering*
Katharine Maureen Goodfellow*
Laura Margaret Gorichanaz*
Amy Lynn Gorski*
Colin W. Gosling
Abigail Joy Gottinger*
Rachel Lauren Gottinger
Megan Gow
Alicia Yvette Grace
Charles Flejter Graebner
Angela J. Granger
Erik Anders Grehn
Matthew Bryan Grochowski
Vanessa Ann Groves
Timothy Grutzmacher
Adilene Guajardo
James Patrick Guarnaccio*
Benjamin Guacciardi*
Jacob William Guns
Karl Frederick Gunst
Kimberly Lin Guppy
Lance Jose Guzman
Joseph Matthew Hackett
Amanda Jean Hall
Josie Lynn Hall
Allysa Cervantes Hallett
Rio A. Haman
Mohammad Hamdan
Sang Hun Han
Adam Kenneth Hanek
Andrew Scott Seaberg Harasyimw
Marit Rose Harms*
Derek P. Harm*
Ellen Cramer Harris*
Aaron John Harter
Sean Matthew Harvey
Tracy Elizabeth Harvey
Zubair Hassan*
Shannon Kristen Hawley
Jeffrey M. Hayes
Naomi Hayes
Danielle Marie Headley
Andrew James Heinowski
Jessica P. Helgesen
Michael Lynn Henninger
Eric Michael Henrichs*
Phuab Her
Marin Catharine Herbert
Jade Marie Herrick*
Edward Andrew Hicks
Stephanie Nicholle Hill*
Alexander Philip Hinman*
Krysta Nicole Hirschmann
Daniel Ryan Hoch
Trevor Ian Hocken
Devina Dianne Hoeye
Victor Gustav Hollo
Andrew Bradley Holmes
Matthew Holtz
Allison Ann Hoppe
Cara Hoth*
Kelly Marie Houlihan
Jessica Lynne Howell
Kyle Robert Huettl
Daniel Hughes
James Justin Hughes
Michael Thomas Hughes
David Robert Huisman
Amanda Christina Hultzman*
Evan Hunsader
Lucas Dean Hutchens
Cynthia Marie Hwang
Benjamin Taylor Ihrke
Kourtney E. Imit
Angel Jacobs
Gabriella Blythe Jacobsen
Shaun Daniel Jacobsen*
Charles Delwin Jacobus
Ethan Lee Jacoby
Amanda Ann Janicek
Gabriel Louis Jankowski
Kristin Claire Jansen
Steven Beaumont Jansen
Matthew James Janzen*
Renee Nicole Jeckik
Caitlin Margaret Jeidy
Christopher Edwin Jenkins
Jessica Michele Jensen
Leigh Loretta Jensen
Marion Sandra Jerins
Wesley Ryan Jerving
Lillian Beth Jewell
Natalie Therese Jipson
Brianna Kay Johnson*
Douglas Johnson
Neal Andrew Johnson*
Nicholas Alexander Johnson
Paige Clarke Johnson
Joseph John Johnston*
Ashley Sade Jones
Curtis Gerald Jones
Inita Antoinette Jones
Karlton Russell Jones
Ashley Susan Jors*
Andrew Patrick Josephson
Taylor Emily Jozwiak
Christine Marie Judd
Nathan Edward Judge
Jordan Michael Kalb
Kathryn Michele Kallenberger*
Ian George Kane
Liana Mary Kapelke-Dale*
Michael Ryan Karius
Alexander Francis Kasprzak
Lisa M. Kaufmann
Jared Donald Keeku
Brendan Keese*
Brenna Rose Kelley
Jacquelyn Marianne Kelly
Kevin Billy Kelly*
Jenna Marie Kelter
Patricia Jude Kennedy*
Brian C. Kenner
Kathleen Marie Kenny
Benjamin Marcel Keren
Shawn Davis Kerr

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Graham A. Kessel
Katherine Ellen Ketterer
Paul David Kettler
Kelly Michelle Keuper*
Chinedum Kenneth Kevin
Julia Nicole Keyes*
Karen Rose Kiley
Megan Allison Kiley
Laurial King
Lyndsey Christine Kinowski
Nicole Elizabeth Kirby*
Bojana Klacar
Heather Gail Klein
Amy Lynn Klimaszewski
Sarah Frances Klingman-Cole*
Corey Eileen Klinzing*
Jacob Douglas Klipp
Kelli Rae Klopfstein*
Daniel Jerome Klotz
Benjamin David Kluge
Aaron William Knapp*
Alec James Knutson
Lucy Kobbs
Bradley Adam Kock
Marguerite Riordan Koeneke
Mark Christopher Koenig
Kristopher Scott Kolan
Gina Marie Konieczka
Daniel Dennis Kopatch*
Heidi Mable Kovacs
Alan Thomas Krajcir
Michelle Ashlea Kramer
Jessica June Krasno
Aaron Timothy Krizek
Kellen William Kroening*
Edward Lee Krogman
Beth Alma Krueger*
Erin Elizabeth Kruizenga
Nicholas E Kuhlman
Teresa Lynn Kuhn
Andrew Ryan Kuhnmuench
Corey Ann Kurek
Rosalind Ru Shan Kwan
Callie Rae Kwiatkowski*
Stephanie Marie La Haye
Nina Patricia Lahdenpera
Zena Helena Lahdenpera
Bryan Daniel Landrie
Jacob Michael Landry
Michael David Lauber
Scott Patrick Lausten
Emily Joy Lauterbach
Helena Diane Lawson
Andrew Riley Ledin
Emily Hannah Lefco*
Jaclyn Marie Leibham
Brandon Jeffery Lemke
Deborah Ann Lenz*
Crystal L. Lewis
Kimberly Louise Lewis*
Marquis Jerome Liddell
Lucy Anne Liebenstein
Julie Ann Lillgren
David Samuel Line
Kalyne Joan Link
John A. Linn
William A. Linscott
Kayla Ann Ljubic
Jonathan Jeffrey Lohman
Amy Marie Lohr
Julia Danielle Lonne
Kaylah Marie Lonergan
Amanda Leigh Lorentzen
Stephanie Elizabeth Lorenz
Levi V. Lovang
Anthony Steven Lubetski
Katelyn J. Lucas
Michael Steven Ludwig
Bradley Michael Luebke
Nina Suzanne Luedtke
Stephanie Marie Luft
Ryan Patrick Lynch
Leslie Johana Machado
Antoine Dische Mack
Brady E. MacLean
Cody Curtis Magee
Michelle Marie Maisonet
Christopher Michael Majdcoch
Jeremy Robert Makinen
Magdalena Makowska
Mary E. Makowski
Sydney Elizabeth Malanaphy
Anna Louise Malmstadt
Timothy Thomas Mankiewicz
Andrea Mantekas
Antonio Lee Manuel
Max J. Marciniak
Jacob Anthony Margis
Jacob Marino
Hillary Ann Martin
Amanda Lynn Marx
Scott Edward Mashlan*
Rashad Devon Matthews
Ryan Winston Matthews
Kayla Maule*
Staci M. Mays
Evan Scott McAllister
Adam Robert McCarthy*
Kristin Ann McCarthy
John Marcus McClellan
Joseph Robert McCool*
Ross Stephen McCormick
Bryce Thomas McCourt
Margaux Rose McCue
Alexander John McDonell
Joshua James McGaughhey
Stephen Andrew McGuire*
Donald Robert McLeod
Kathryn Alice McMahon
Jennifer Jean McMillan*
Marcus Medina
Daniel F. Medora
Jessie Lynn Medrow
Michael Lee Meidenbauer*
David James Menees*
Rebecca Anne Merritt
Megan Ann Metcalf*
Stefani Elizabeth Metzinger
Erin Nicole Meulbroek
Andrew John Meyer
Zachary Tyler Meyer
Shana C. Meyrick*
Erica Michaels
Adam Robert Milich
Celeste Antoinette Miller
Chelsea Elizabeth Miller
Cory James Miller*
Lancelot Castle Miller
Rebecca Joanne Miller
Robin Miller
William Daniel Mills
Lindsay Leigh Mitchell
Katie Elizabeth Mohr*
Allison Kay Moir
Barbara Jean Moore
Ellen Jeanette Moreland
Geoff W. Morgan
Tyler James Morgan
Victoria Lynn Morgan
Kristine Renee Moschea

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Continued

**College of Letters & Science**

Colin Patrick Moser
Vernon Lamont Mosley
Jordan Michael Motkowski
Daleth Micah Mountjoy
Ashley Marie Movroydis
Kimberly Ka Zoua Mua*
Benjamin Thomas Mueller
Christopher John Mueller
Megan Elizabeth Mundigler*
Alexander Scott Myers
Luke Anthony Mytych
James Michael Nacker
Angela Nicole Nash
Sarah Anne Nash
Matthew Jesse Nast
Philip John Nasvik
Abigail Claire Navarro*
Joy Irene Neilson
Peter Nestingen
Benjamin Nestor
Jamie Elizabeth Neuendorf
Danielle Lea Neuheisel
Seth Gerard Newman
Nikki Nizinski
Valentino Nokovic
Bryan Francis Nolasco
Elizabeth Mary Nast
Koren Michele Nowak
Mischa Siegel Nygaard
Casey Doreen O'Brien
John Patrick O'Leary
Stephanie Marie Obst
Olakunle O. Odupitan
Sarah Anne Oehm*
Stephen Arthur Olsen
Amanda Lee Olson
Carly Rose Olson
Eric James Olson
Kara E. Olson
Michele Kathryn Olson
Riley Olson
Nole Christopher Oltesvig
Julio Cesar Ortega
Leah Nicole Osiecki
Garrett Richard Osness
Celia Elizabeth Osorno
Jonathan James Oster
Mark John Otto
Emily Lynn Outcalt*
Shane William Papendorf*
Phil A. Parda
John Charles Parnon
Alison Kaulani Parry
Christos Demetrios Theodore Pascalis-Bain
Shilpaben J Patel
Kimberly Victoria Pater*
Rachel Anne Patrick
Alexandra Ashley Patten*
Karlee Marie Patzlsberger*
Samantha Jeanne Paulson
Thomas David Pausma*
Scott Richard Pavlik
Matthew Scott Payne*
Emily Rose Pazdernik
Erica Renita Peace
Alexandra Gray Peggs*
Chantelle Peplinski
Jordan Elizabeth Peplinski
Florida V. Perry
Kara Ann Petersen*
Katie Lynn Petersen
Eric Andrew Peterson
Zachary Merritt Peterson
Breanna Beth Pfeiffer
Jamie Marie Pfeiffer*
Mahlon Phifer
Stephanie Lee Piasecki
Keon Pierce
Aaron John Pierskalla
Eric Douglas Pinnow
Justin William Pinnow
Christina Ann Pipkorn*
Kayla K. Pittner
Bryan David Pokos
Bradley Michael Poling*
Rebecca Andres Pollak*
Matthew R. Pollich
Philip Charles Post
Donald Joseph Powers
Amanda Lynne Pradu
Matthew F. Prahl*
Annie Melissa Prak*
Kristyn Kathryn Preston
Bethany Victoria Price*
Jackie Pride

Brook Michael Process
Molly Elizabeth Proite*
Felicia Marie Provost
Rebecca Lauren Pruitt
Jeffrey Michael Purcell
Reason Robert Putman
Sarah E. Pyter
Katie Marie Rademacher
Andrew Robert Radler
Brittany Samantha Radliff
Raumain X. Rahman
Alyssa Kay Raiche*
Erica Lisette Ramirez*
Victoria I. Ramirez
Justin Michael Ramm*
Thomas Jeffery Ramstad
Dagong Ran*
Georgia Beth Rasmussen
Kevin William Ray
Leslie Ann Ray*
Brittini Ann Raygo
Jonathan Scott Redlin*
Matthew Reher
Marissa Lynn Reik*
Rachael LeeAnn Reilly
Stephanie Margret Reilly
Lauren Alexis Reimer
Steven J. Reinhardt
Drake Austin Reinick
Ashley A. Reinke*
Maria Rose Replogle*
Maxwell Emmett Reuter
Noemi Reyes
Kelly Garrick Reynolds
Lyndsey Marie Richardson
Shalanda D. Richardson
Felicia Yvonne Riehle
Gwen Ellen Ripp*
Erica Marie Ristow
Sarah Elizabeth Ristvedt
Amilcar Rivera Guevez
Mathias Joseph Rivers
Feras Kamel Rizeq
Nicholas Darol Robarge
Donald Lodell Robbins
Shakara Renae Robinson
Jeffrey Montrail Rodgers
Lenamarie Rodgers
Marisela Rodriguez-Gutierrez
Megan Alena Rogala

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Michael Adam Roggenbuck*
Paul Charles Rohloff*
Ashley Louise Rolfe
Jennifer Jean Rolland
Jenna Jo Rolle
Ashley M. Romanoski*
Phillip John Root
Stacy Rosenbaum
Cassandra Anne Rosso
Claire Margaret Rothe*
Jessica Lauren Rozek
Rachel Noreen Ruetz
Daniel Scott Ruef
Katarina Rybarova*
Timothy Roger Sabin
Kelsey Caitlin Sager*
Erin Mae Salmon
Margaret Jane Salvatore
Mitchell Jon Sandquist
Moath M. Sarsour
Amanda Lee Sayeg
Mary Therese Sbertoli
Kierrin Lee Schaefer*
TaKeesha D. Scheel*
Sarah Michele Scheibel
Monica Irene Schenstrom
Emily Theresa Scher
Sarah Scherr
Nina Dezaray Schlei
Daniel Joseph John Schmalz
Beth L. Schmeling
Mollie Jocelyn Schmidt
Ryan Andrew Schmidt
Justin Kenneth Schneider
Anthony T. Schuchardt
Briana Julia Schuler-Tompkins
Nicole Rae Schulteis*
Bradley Schumacher
Jessica Marie Schwalenberg*
Katrina M. Schwarz*
Aldina Marie Seagren
Whitney Marie Seger*
Carrie Elizabeth Seibel
Jennifer Nicole Seitz*
Christa Danielle Seiner
Kayla Rose Selsky
Sarah Joy Sentowski
Moksha Shah*
Marian Ullah Shaikh
Maha Adnan Shanaa

Megan V. Shanks
Ryan Sherman*
MacKenzie Jane Shimel
Colby Shoemaker*
Brooke Elizabeth Shuda
Jessica Rachel Sieficki*
Melanie Elizabeth Signer
Joshua John Simon
Jason Lee Simpson
Andrew Peter Skinner
Jessica Lynn Skinner
Valerie Kay Smallish
Rebekah Marie Smiltneck*
Benjamin Craig Smith
Benjamin Michael Smith
Brandon Lee Smith
Charles Patrick Smith*
Devlin Anne Smith
Emily Mason Smith
Jennifer Anne Smith
Kyle Christopher Smith
Olivia Lorna Smith*
Sarah Elizabeth Smith
Michael James Smits
Tory Elizabeth Snyder*
Christine Marie Solveson
Brittany Grace Sontag*
Mary Sorrenti
Mary Therese Sosalla
Jaime Roberto Soto
Jackie Jan Sou
Lyndsay Nicole Spa
Troy Charles Spielmann
Laura Bernette Spoerl
Matthew Christopher Sproelich
Ashley Elizabeth Squire
Philip John Stalewski
Timothy Samuel Stanchfield
Margaret Rose Stardy
Jelena Stevanovic
Nakisha C. Stewart
Stephanie Kay Stilwell
Kari Marie Stockheimer
Thomas Stojsavljevic*
Rebecca Ann Stokke
Jamie Lynn Stollenwerk
Jessica Marie Stong
Ellen Elizabeth Stormont*
Christopher John Storms
Mark Ronald Stre
Nicholas Reed Stricharchuk
Stuart Michael Strong
Thomas R. Strong
Daniel David Stuebs
William Richard Stueckroth
Robert Tyler Sturzen*
Anna Dorothea Stuyvenberg
Kevin Oliver Suemmicht
Daniel John Sullivan
Kathryn Elizabeth Sullivan
Sarah Rose Survis
Alyssa J. Swadley
Carrie Ann Swanson
John Roger Swingen
Lauren Ann Szymakowski
Jonathan William Taglieni
Jeff Mackay Tait
Rafael A. Tavarez*
Michael Taylor
Dontreal Lamont Teague
Ashleigh Elizabeth Tennant
Deborah Michele Tewes
Kong Thao
Anita Mary Theama
Christopher Allen Thiehn
Jared Cameron Thompson
Kaylin Lee Thompson
Michael Anthony Thoms
Julia Hartmann Thorne
Jamison L. Thorvald
Jeffery Marc Thunander
Megan Marie Timm
Trevor J. Timm
Madalyne Elizabeth Tomchek
Troy Michael Tordoer
Kathleen Mary Tousignant
Gilbert W. Towers*
Richard Bradly Townsend
Allissa Ann Trovi'llion
Dustin Willaim Truax
Kelsie E. Turk*
Joshua Glenn Tysver
Alex Lane Uhan
Stephen P. Ulyrek
Tyler John Ullman
Bryn Louise Unger*
Daniel George Uphoff
Sean Timothy Uren
Gabriela Valdivia
Ashley Marie Valentine

*Awarded Commencement Honors
coli

college of letters & science

Jerrod W. Van Oudenhoven
Joseph Matthew Van Sistine
Kevin Thomas VandenBush
Nhia Vang
Joshua Daniel Verbeten
Melissa Vermillion
Ryan J. Vieau
Kayla Jo Vogds
John Andrew Vogel
Joshua Joseph Vogt
Jessica Ashley Volk
Hannah Voorhees
Sandy Vue
Rachel Mae Vyhovsky
Caroline Alma Wadke
Grace E. Wahhab
Kevin Wahl
Alicia Kaur Walia
Samantha Rae Walker
Timothy Paul Wallen
Nicole Marie Wallschlaeger*
Luo Wang
Danielle Terese Washington
Ellen Elizabeth Webb
Heather Lynn Weigelt
Valerie Weigman
Philip Michael Weis
Bradley Lawrence Wells*
Alexandra Rose Welsh
Sarah Mary Wendlandt
Tanya Lynn Werchowski
Larry Whitaker
Keith Christopher White*
Stephen Thomas White
Karen Elizabeth Wick
Gina Mary Wickersheim
Charlene Wiegand
Roy C. Wielochowski
Anne Elizabeth Wierzbinski
David William Wiese
Debra Kay Wilke
Jay T. Wilke
Sean Reed Willey
Chantel Denise Williams
Jazmine C. Williams
London Lashawn Williams
Gabrielle Nicole Wilmot
Carly Marie Wilson
Erin Elizabeth Wimer
Britney Yvette Winn
Alex C. Winter
Ryan J. Wittmann*
Gwendolyn Marie Wojcik
Kimberly Ann Wolcott
Bennett Karl Wolfe
Jessica Catherine Wolfe*
Lucas John Wolff*
Katherine Rae Woods
Mattrina Sherrell Woods
Joseph Woolfolk
James Barrington Woolford
Lorianne Ruth Woolverton
Sherita Sada Wright
Kristine Rene Wuenne
Pahoua Xiong
Toa Xiong
Matt Loyd Yaeger
Amy Yang
Manna P. Yang
Sue Yang
Suk J. Yoon
Angela E Young
Lisa Fawn Young
Lucas Ryan Young
Jacob Peter Youngren
Mimi Sun Yun*
Lindsay Ann Zager
Alex Victoria Zarnikow
Sara Elizabeth Zarzechki
Jozylyne Elizabeth Zbichorski*
Amy L. Zellner
Angela Marie Zivkovic
Danah Lee Zoulek
Monika Lee Zwolinski
Elizabeth Marie Bartnicki*
Jessica L. Becker*
Sarah Elizabeth Becker
Megan J. Berger
Julie M. Boone
Delitha Denise Bostick
Mallory K. Bowman
Ann Lynn Bruene
Priscilla Ann Bullen
Marissa A. Bunn
Kelly Burton*
Emily Anna Carr*
Kathryn H. Chronis*
Elizabeth Ann Coe*
Denise Dejno
Jaelle Rhiannne Denniston*
Joanna Dobrzynska*
Penny Dunne-Muzi
Ericka Lauren Filo
Nicole Marie Fredes*
Mary Elizabeth Frisvold*
Lindsay Marie Gahan*
Gena Marie Garton
Valerie Nicole Geniesse*
Megan Glass
Annette Suzanne Goltz
Brittany Lynn Goodman*
Megan Marie Gorski
Brittany E. Gunn
Martina Elisabeth Hartwell
Laurissa Heaton*
Maikeng Her
Jennifer L. Heuser
Tien Ngoc Hoang*
Austin Iverson
Melissa Ann Jankowski*
Stefanie Jo Janssen*
Natasha Ann Joas*
Melissa Lynn Kelley*
Patrick James Kenney
Kristin Rae King*
Brittany Anne-Elizabeth Klug
Donna Christie Kochanski
Jahoon Koo
Mary Kopier
Brian Michael Kopp*
Anna M. Koziel
Brooke Rae Kuchinski*
Jane Ann La Fever
Joseph Stephen Lesperance

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE
Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science

Lauren Lourdes Alferez*
Susan O'Reilly Arndt*
William David Arnold*
Chelsey Lynn Bates
Sonja Andrea Bauer
Nathan Robert Benz*
Latasha Nicole Boatright
Evan M. Boros
Matthew Arthur Bourgeois
Rachel Catharine Boylan
James Andrew Breen
Ryan James Brost
Nicole Rae Brown
Stacie Angelica Bruss
Tunisian Shaml Burks
Andrew Joseph Busalacchi
Giovanna Nicole Carter
Carla Cawthorn
Jamie L. Chappelle
Brett Christopher Chidester
Corianna Elizabeth Chisum*
Luke John Chojnacki
Brittany Lynn Christel
Ryan James Clark*
Ryan Patrick Clark
Allyson Jamie Cohn
Latrail C. Cole
Emily Beth Conat*
Renee M. Conrad
Ruchala Marie Conway
Maurice Anthony Corrie
Tanya Czarnecki

Brandon Danler
Ryan William De Haai
Thomas Alton Delaney
Antonio Hernandez Dominguez
Erin Kathryn Drexler
Aaron Lee Dreyer
Da'ahnica Desiree Dunbar
Jacob Lou Dyer
Christopher Scot Engles
Emily Rose Espinoza
Cassandra Jean Falk
Emily Marie Fleissner
Michael Ryan Ganey
Paul Michael Gaspertetti
Amy Josephine Gauthier*
Kristin M. Gifford
Chelsea Ruth Gilbertson
Beverly Ann Gladney
Latoya Denise Gladney
Rebekah Lynn Goel
Lisa Lea Graham*
Phillip Kevin Grambsch
John Thomas Hanan
Megan Elizabeth Hanizeski
Michael David Helming
Nicholas Ryan Henn
Jessica Rachel Hennlich
Sue Her*
Steve Michael Hernandez
Michael Edward Hester*
Katharine Heyse
Angela Beth Hodermann
Javon Jackson
Samantha L. Jimenez
Denise Ann Johnson
Erica Dane Johnson
Henriette Flora Johnson
Keisha Natoska Johnson
Matthew Steven Jones*
Monika Marie Jones
James Roy Jordan
Stephanie Lynn Joski
Aloka Miriam Kamicheril
Loren Matthew Karnowski
Amanda Marie Keller
Alexandra Marie Kernen
Christina Marie King*
Kara Lynn Klein
Travis Jon Kleinschmidt
Eric Dale Knipple*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Kevin Thomas Kobinsky
Ashly Jean Koller*
Norah Elizabeth Koskovich
Alyssa May Krystosek*
Ismar Kulenovic
Dustyn James Kupsik
Casey Renee Langley
Lindsey M. Larscheid
Kee S. Lee
Kyle Ryan Lepkowski
William Webster Lincoln
Heather Ann Lindeen
Caitlin Anne Livingston*
Gina Marie Makouske
Darren William Malmborg
Rebecca Lynn Mangin
Cecilia Marney
Alexandra Elizabeth McClellan
Amber Maxine McKinney
Sean Wallace Meyer*
Rhonda Marie Michalski
Todd Aiden Mileham
Meghan Olina Miller*
Nathan Allen Miner
Rebecca Lynn Mitchell
Steven Joseph Murack
Stephanie Marie Mustopich
Rachel Kathleen Nemiroff
Domingo Nicks
Rachel Niyonsaba
Kathryn M. Obermeier
Brittany Nicole Obester
Ashley Oldenburg
Patricia Monet Onyemena
Jeffrey Allen Overholt*
Keisha Monik Owten
Stacey Marie Pangratz*
Devyyn Lynn Parrish
Markeda R. Paul
Victoria Nicole Pearson
Kelly Jo Peplinski
Angela Terese Perez
Alyssa Marie Pfeiffer
Sarah Ann Phelps
Ashley Elizabeth Pierson
Elizabeth Anne Piontek
Brenden S. Poling
Arkadiy Popov
Mark Lee Prott*
Sterling Alexander Randall
Michael James Reichmann*
Tia Marie Renier*
Valerie Rhew
LaQuanda Shanee Rhodes
Morgan Lenae Robak
Dana Maria Rodriguez
Jesse A. Rodriguez
Tiffany Sabrina Rommelfanger
Marissa Amy Ross
Blake Eugene Ryan
Cecilia Carmen Sanchez
Deborah Sandleback
Amy Scherbarth
Amanda Rose Schlei
Ryan Matthew Schneider*
Alexander John Scudder
Molly Margaret Sexton
Jessica Hope Sibley
Dimitria Earlean Sims
Lakeithia Smart
Evan Michael Smith*
Carin Jennifer Snyder
Daniel Andrew Sorenson
Philip Allen Spears
Logan James Staege
Amanda Gean Starkweather
Hannah Kae Staudt
Allison Anne Steffen
Karen Theresa Stoll*
Natasha Nicole Stubbs
Luciano Jose Suarez
Andrew Martin Swain
Joel J. Swieciak
Joanne C. Tassara
Shahira M. Taylor
Sarah Catherine Thomas
Donna L. Tipton
Christine Marie Tousignant*
Jennifer Trudeau
Joshua Allen Tucker*
Erin Molly Turkowski*
Alexa J. Turner
Jessica Elaine Turtenwald
Micheal Chukwuemeka Unanka
Kyle Ryan Van Dreel
Chue Fu Tou Vang
Joel Vanga
Tatjana Vukmirica
Meghan Marie Wautier*
Megan Lynn Weil*
Kari Leigh Weiss
Michael Macduffee Welch
Alexandra Y. Wells
Satrina Alyssa West
Spencer Lawrence Wicklund
Matthew James Windisch*
Asha Elizabeth Witherell
Kyle Lee Witkowiak
Kacie Michelle Wolfgram
Sharade Alexsis Words
Michael J. Worth
Pa Houa Xiong
Sarah Yorkey
Nicholas Daniel Zamborini
Brian Todd Zangl
Richard David Zieske
Tarek A. Zraik*
Kevin James Zurowski

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
Paul W. Rediske, Chief Marshal, Dept. of Internal Audit
Autumn R. Anfang, Dept. of Student Affairs
Andrea M. Azarian, Dept. of Curriculum and Inrtuction
Shirley J. Bufford, Dept. of Governmental Affairs
Shannon M. Byrne Irwin, Honors College
Deanna S. Ding, College of Letters & Science
Theresa J. Franz, Dept. of Enrollment Services
Richard O. Gibbs, Dept. of University Safety & Assurances
Bonnie D. Halvorsen, School of Public Health
Linda A. Hausladen, Union Operations
Scott A. Hoffland, Restaurant Operations
Linda Huang, Black Cultural Center
Mark Huang, Dept. of Human Resources
Travis L. Jones, Academic Opportunity Center
Dusko V. Josifovski, College of Engineering & Applied Sci.
Patricia L. Kissinger, College of Letters & Science
Natalie P. Malacrida, Center for International Education
Alberto J. Maldonado, Dept. of Recruitment & Outreach
Kim M. Omachinski, Center for International Education
Laurie B. Petersen, Student Accessibility Center
Mai M. Phillips, Dept. of Biological Sciences
Julianne Price, Dept. of Culture & Communities
Kim M. Silbersack, UWM Libraries
Ramona M. Sledge, Black Cultural Center
Katherine L. Steinbach, Dept. of Recruitment & Outreach
Joely Urdan, Dept. of Legal Affairs
Robin L. Van Harpen, Dept. of Legal Affairs
Gwyn E. Wallander, College of Letters & Science
Elisabeth A. Warras, College of Engineering & Applied Sci.
Ramona L. Washington, Center for International Education
Kurt C. Young Binter, University Architecture and Planning

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Susan Gordon
Nicole Stelzner

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Cindy Tweedt
Michael Reck

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
Sergeant Jamie Kuenzi and a team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Kristin Van Housen, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Brad Stratton, Senior University Relations Specialist

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Arnold, Secretary of the University’s Office
Kimberly Kimpel, Secretary of the University’s Office
Sarine Schmidt, Secretary of the University’s Office

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Ellen Suttner
Barbara Flint
Aubree Park
Brett Belden
Eva Ennarmorato
Kathyrn Gilbert
Amy Lensing Tate
Michael Wolaver

Photographs
Professional photographers from Central Valley Photography photograph each graduate before walking across stage and while on stage. Photo proofs are sent to graduates. Photos can be ordered by calling Central Valley toll free at 877-446-2196 or 847-683-7130.
Looking for a way to preserve those graduation memories?

*Then order your Commencement DVD now!*

Preserve your graduation memories with a professional DVD of the 5/20/12 ceremony. For **credit card** orders, please submit your order at [www.commencementdvd.uwm.edu](http://www.commencementdvd.uwm.edu). For payments by **check**, please complete this order form and send it to the address below.

(Please Print)

Name ___________________________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address ___________________________________________________________________________

City __________________________ State ________________ Zip ______________________

Phone #:____________________________________

**DVD Pricing Information** (includes shipping and tax)

Please enter desired quantity:

- _______ 9 a.m. Black Commencement Ceremony ______________________
- _______ 1:30 p.m. Gold Commencement Ceremony ______________________

$11.00 for 1 DVD
$5.00 each additional DVD

Signature _________________________________________________________________________________

Please make check payable to UWM Foundation and send it to:

**Please send orders and payment to:**

UWM Secretary of the University’s Office  
Commencement DVD  
PO Box 413  
Milwaukee, WI 53201-0413

Or

Order Online at:  
[commencementdvd.uwm.edu](http://commencementdvd.uwm.edu)  
Phone: 414-229-5988